ANNOUNCEMENT:
G&Z’S NEW DEALER IN THE PHILIPPINES
Ripon, California U.S.A. June 1, 2020 – G&Z welcomes Avantgarde Infra Machine Technik Inc. as the most recent
member of its international dealer network!
For over 75 years G&Z has been a premium manufacturer of concrete slipform paving equipment, canal liners, and
trenchers. G&Z is known for its innovative approach to delivering value to the contractors to be as productive as
possible while keeping operating costs low. Expanding internationally allows G&Z to acquire access to new markets
where its equipment can impact the development of a local road and transport infrastructure.
Avantgarde is a fast-growing machinery sales and support company based in the Philippines, representing top-tier
and reliable equipment brands that specializes in quality, innovation, and advanced technology. With top-notch
machinery and excellent service, Avantgarde raises the bar in aiding its clients achieve success.
Driven to further expand its presence internationally and focusing on its growing business momentum, G&Z
continues its dealership expansion strategy by appointing Avantgarde as its new dealer in the Philippines. The
dealership partnership covers the sale and aftermarket support for the G&Z equipment line. “We do recognize a
growing interest and need for our equipment from the Asian Region. Hence there was a strong need to appoint a
reliable and trustworthy partner in the Philippines who would be committed to transfer G&Z’s quality, experience,
and know-how to the country’s road construction industry. We believe G&Z is in a better position with a new
dealer and looking forward to a fruitful partnership”, says R.K. Shaw, Regional Manager of G&Z.
“Avantgarde always preferred to partner with the best and G&Z is the best in the concrete slipform paving industry.
Philippines’ heavy construction industry, transport, and utility infrastructure need productive and reliable
equipment as well as expertise of the G&Z team. We share G&Z’s vision and believe in its products and see great
possibilities in growing the brand in the local market”, added Jorel Mateo, General Manager of Avantgarde.
G&Z and Avantgarde are ready to meet the infrastructure challenges of the Philippines with the best technology
on hand.
For further information visit:
http://www.guntert.com/news.html

